
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of senior manager,
security. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior manager, security

You provide security concepts on a risk based approach and implement of
precautionary measures and evaluation of their effectiveness, also in the field
of incident / crisis response
In your new role you support the implementation of other Security measures
like Event Safety & Security, protection of information / intellectual property
outside the IT environment, awareness campaigns and travel / expat-security,
mainly for the new global Merial sites
Keep abreast of latest cyber security solutions and technologies
Build strong relationships with peer companies with focus on business facing
Information Security activities
Understand current biopharma threat landscape
Based on initial evaluation, develop long range plan for more extensive
integration of Information Security into key business areas
Develop a deep understanding of the needs (both expressed and
unexpressed) of our internal customers and the highest priority projects for
the security R&D group to meet those needs
Communicate and educate key customers on product changes, and collect
feedback to guide future improvements
Responsible for leadership and management of security staff
Manages and/or leads work focus teams, complex projects, investigations or
programs

Example of Senior Manager, Security Job Description
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A relevant Sales or Marketing Management degree or post-graduate
qualification
Experience managing shift-based operational teams to achieve 24/7 service,
including shift planning, staff scheduling and absence management
Proven track record of measuring and optimising performance in operational
teams including definition and review of KPIs and other metrics
Experience defining, measuring and improving complex technical processes, ,
event triage processes for a complex set of systems
Ability to build strong relationships with peers both internal and external to
your functional group
Relevant information security certifications such as CISSP, CISM, GCIH, or
GCIA


